
“The Magical World of Felting” 

By Margaret Vickers	

Denise Lithgow was the guest presenter for the November meeting of the Lane Cove Art 
Society. Merino wool was her preferred medium! A “felt” teacher and artist, Denise exhibits 
her 3D forms internationally and has held workshops in many countries overseas including 
Canada, Portugal, England and France. Denise was raised on a sheep station. A childhood 
memory is of lying in amongst the merino wool in the shearing shed. Now decades later she 
is transforming this material into felt from which 3D forms are created. Her presentation 
centred on the felting technique she so passionately loves. 

Fine merino wool sourced mainly from New Zealand is moulded around templates. These 
templates are made from thin underlay. Glue is used initially and then the wool is laid down 
over the template using warm soapy water. A fine net is laid over the top of the wool. It is 
then massaged so the the wool fibres matt together. Throughout this very tactile process the 
wool may shrink by up to a third. Coloured wool may be added. Sometimes Denise will make 
dyes from plants. The wool is then soaked overnight in these dyes. Texture can be added 
through stitching or weaving in acrylic yarn. Australian seed pods have also been 
incorporated into the sculptural forms Denise creates. On occasion, her husband, abstract 
artist Peter Griffen will paint a design on the finished felt object. Indeed, Denise and Peter 
have held exhibitions together where  each others creative works provide a visual feast for 
the viewer. 

To bind the layers of wool together Denise wrapped the circular piece of felt in bubblewrap 
which was then rolled around a cylinder shaped object. This step in the felting process, 
called agitation is a critical one as it binds all the wool layers together which gives the felt its 
strength. 

To make shapes moulds can be used. They can be as simple as using a salad bowl! Once 
Denise had felted four layers of fine merino wool over her circular template, she rolled it, 
squeezed the excess water out of it and then cut into her resist areas. They were then pulled 
away from the template and  manipulated into the shape of petals. A 3D shape was prised 
from the felt. Denise placed a deflated balloon inside the unleaven shape. Inflating the 
balloon meant the felt also swelled. What had been pure merino wool was now a 3D 
sculptural spherical form with petals! 

From the images that Denise presented it became evident that inspiration for her work is 
often derived from the landscape. Designs originating from pebbles, flowers, trees and fields 
were evident. At times this artist is profoundly influenced by her immediate environment. 
When taking a workshop in what was once an old monastery in France, patterns from the 
cobblestones, old gate details and wall designs all found their way into her felt 3D objects. A 
record of each piece is kept. What materials were used, how many layers were built up  and 
what additional techniques were used are all noted. 

It is rare for the Lane Cove Art Society to have a felt demonstration. Nevertheless, watching 
the passion Denise has for her artform made for a very interesting evening of art. It provided 
a wonderful finale to our fabulous year of presentations. Why not challenge yourself over the 
summer months by doing something different in your creative path. 

 


